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Was this not one of the longest Winters ever?
Well now as we approach summer, comes the opportunity to enjoy the colors and excitement of new beginnings.
A lot is going on in our Wheaten world and there is much more to come. St Louis is the center of activity in June
with dual Specialties. Jinx Moore and her team have done a fabulous job of pulling all this together to create a
wonderful Specialty week. The St Louis Specialty is dedicated to the memory of Bob Azerolo, a great mentor in
our breed, and The Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America Roving Specialty is dedicated to long-time
member and former SCWTCA Vice President and President, Jim Little, a gentleman’s gentleman, a really great guy.

October will come very quickly, so make your plans. KC Gottschalk and her team are working hard planning for
this important celebration of 50 yrs of AKC recognition. The plans include a semi-formal evening, black tie if you
like, with a lite dinner and the annual meeting. We will Zoom again this year because Covid is not disappearing no
matter how much we wish it would. Saturday after sweeps, the Endowment will host a scanning party and
database tutorial. Bring records you would like to have scanned and let the experts do the input. Finally Sunday
evening is a “pajama party”, come in PJ’s or your sweats and enjoy the close to the week. This is sure to be a
weekend to remember.
Sunday after judging, Cindy Vogels is hosting a “Celebration of Life” tailgate party to honor her mother, Jackie
Gottlieb, to whom the weekend is dedicated. It is still hard to imagine Montgomery without Jackie. We’ll have fun
honoring her memory and recounting “Jackie” stories for many years.
Filling in Committee chairs has been challenging but we are very pleased to have Cindy Vogels chairing Breeders
Education. She presented an excellent webinar featuring specific qualities of the Wheaten head, eyes and ears and
has presented it as an article for this issue of Benchmarks.
The Board is eager to boost our breed’s presence in the performance areas. Having talked to several people who
are or were involved in performance, we agree that a dedicated committee is needed to cover the various areas
and to collect Award information. If performance is your passion, please contact board@scwtca.org and help us to
promote and building more enthusiasm in the sport. Betsy Geertson’s retirement left a huge void. We miss her!
Finally, you may have noticed that no one is asking for volunteers for Meet the Breeds this year. The Board is
looking for someone to chair Public Education. If you are interested, contact board@scwtca.org. Until Covid is less
dangerous or, at least more predictable, SCWTCA, Inc. is not willing to risk the lives of members, but we do need
a chair for other purposes and to prepare for the future.
SCWTCA is a volunteer run organization and we are in real need of volunteers. If you truly want to preserve and
protect the future of our club and breed, please give of your time and energy. Apply at board@scwtca.org.

Emily Holden
Thank you to all who participate and contribute to Benchmarks. This is your publication. Your suggestions and
new ideas are always welcome.
This issue is dedicated to the remarkable Jackie Gottleib, who spent most of her life helping our breed, our club
and our members.
Please enjoy the So. Cal and No. Cal Specialty reports herein, and the wonderful, informative piece by Cindy
Vogels on Head, ears and eyes.

Helen Fraguela
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PERCY
CH AMADEN’S BUGGER VANCE
DOB: 5-13-2009
CH COVENTRY HEY LOOK ME OVERX CH AMADEN'S LADY SLIPPERS
OWNER: EMILY HOLDEN

Percy is a true gentleman! He has helped pastor a church, has been
companion to the pastor’s parents, has produced well for his breeder
and is currently enjoying an interlude in PA. His coat is the perfect
thickness and texture. Percy also sports a head that is true terrier. He
is an a very special boy.

GALLAGHER
AVALON BRADDOCK'S LEGACY
DOB: 5-19-2008
CH LEGACY WILDWEST WILDFLOWER X CH LTD EDITION BLAKE O'GRNTREE
OWNER: CATHRYN BENNETT

Gallagher, AKA "Little guy" for the first few months of his life
until we landed upon a name fitting for this lovely boy.
He was the second Wheaten in our household and only male
who loved and sometimes only tolerated the various girls
who were part of his pack. He loved the puppies when he
was younger but more recently became less patient with
them, as they wanted to play and tug at his beard.
Gallagher remains very active and loves nothing more than going for a walk, "sweet potato fries" (sweet
potato dog treats), "chicken crack" (chicken breast strips), a good belly rub and a soft bed to share with his
humans.
Our sweet "Galli-bug" has given us a lot of laughs at his antics and many memories as we continue to
enjoy Gallagher and celebrate his 14th birthday.
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KILEY MAEVE
GCH WILOBET’S ANGEL IN MY POCKET
11-30-06 TO 6-9-21
CH LONESTAR’S ORDER OF THE PHOENIX X CH WILOBET’S ROSE OF TRALEE
OWNER: JEFFREY BRATTON
Returned to the breeder and purchased as a pet. They say that I’m a “two” and
that I’m homozygous positive? Some have referred that I’m a Plain Jane. Well,
I’m more than that….I’m a “one” as in number one SCWT BITCH 2011. I loved
the show ring and all the attention that was afforded to me. I’ve received ribbons
in almost every color of the spectrum, including a green one from Montgomery
2009. Shows, I’ve been in shows up and down the eastern half of the US, from
NYC in February to Orlando FL in December.
Time finally caught up to me. However, even up to the end I looked forward to
my daily walk to visit all my two and four legged friends. Who cares what time it
is when we get back home after dark... I’m ready to do it again.
A friend to everyone, young and old, big and small, Girly girl Kiley

BENTLEY
KAYLYNN’S BENTLEY BLUE
8-16-05 TO 1-3-22
MIL MEAR’S BEST KEPT SECRET X CH KAYLYNN’S NAUGHTY BUT NICE
OWNER: JUDI DUNCAN
What gives a dog a long life? If love were enough, Bentley would have lived
forever. As is, he lived 16 years and 4 months. I have various theories as to
why we had him that long. He never had vaccinations after the puppy series
except for three-year rabies. He never boarded in a kennel, and when we
traveled he was always at home in the care of a loving sitter. He never had
doggy or people junk food or was never around other dogs much except his
doggy siblings. I will never forget that his breeder, Kay Baird, had told me that
she chose his sire for health. Bentley had no fatal disease that brought his end,
and therefore for the first time in 48 years of owning dogs, it became up to us to make that awful
decision. Bentley lived with three different males during his life, and always got along with them. He is
forever missed.
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Reprinted from Sept 2015 Benchmarks
Credit: SCWTCA Illustrated Standard

F

rom her book, The Nicholas Guide to Dog
Judging, Anna Katherine Nicholas describes
Essence of Type as “the combination of distinguishing
features which add up to make the breed’s stamp of
individuality. A “typey” dog must be strong in those
points considered by the Standard as characteristic of
his breed. The word “type” is constantly abused by
fanciers who misuse it as an expression of personal
preference. Actually, there can be only one correct
type within a breed.”
The much admired judge Anne Rogers Clark,
described that “moment of epiphany you have when

“A judge must understand not only size, shape,
substance, and furnishings, but also the finer
distinctive nuances that individualize a breed. He
must then seek the elusive essence of type particular
to the breed.” Dorothy MacDonald, AKC Gazette, May 16,
2015.

For the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier the essence of
breed type is characterized by the essential four
pillars of Coat, Silhouette, Head, and Attitude. In the
last three issues of Benchmarks we’ve looked at these
attributes individually. We also cannot forget the role
that Movement plays as it relates so closely to the
well-made Wheaten.

all the parts and pieces come together”, adding “it
was the picture created by the right dog, the dog
that has it all” which pulls all the pieces together
and “stamps out a silhouette in a permanent mental
template for which all subsequent dogs of that
breed are viewed”.
Our goal as breeders should be to develop an eye
to discern the qualities that allow dogs to exude
exceptional Breed Type, in order to have that image
as our goal both for individual dogs as well as our
breeding programs as a whole.

UNDERSTANDING : “ESSENCE OF BREED TYPE”
Essence- “the intrinsic nature of something; the quality
which determines something’s character.”
- Oxford University Press
*****

“The breed standard is the blueprint, the breeder is the
builder, and the judge is the building inspector.”
- Percy Roberts
*****
“The essence of breed type can be defined as how the
various parts of a dog come together with the requisite
temperament to make a breed unique.”
- Cindy Vogels
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Silhouette: The SCWT is Square with equal length
withers to ground and chest (prosternum) to rump
(ischium). The Wheaten is Medium Sized, ideally 18
½” for a dog, 17 ½” for a bitch, with a moderately
long neck.
Coat: The very name of the breed places emphasis
on coat; yet fundamentally, it is the least understood
feature of the SCWT. The Standard says quite
specifically “he is distinguished by his soft, silky,
gently waving coat of warm wheaten color.” It also
refers to the coat as “a distinguishing characteristic of
the breed which sets the dog apart.”
Head: The Head is Rectangular, not square, with the
skull and foreface equal in length, each a rectangle
unto itself, creating a longer rectangle as a whole. In
addition, the head is to be Moderately Long and In
Proportion To The Body. If proportions are correct
the head should appear to be approximately the
same length as the neck and slightly less than the
length of the back. Ears are also important to breed
essence because they create terrier expression. Look
for ears that are Small to Medium in size, Level with

the Skull and Pointing to the Ground, not to the eye
or the shoulder.
Attitude: Despite the Standard’s statement that the
SCWT “exhibits less aggressiveness than is sometimes
encouraged in other terriers”, there should be no
doubt as to their terrier origins. They are bright,
happy, alert, steady, and show with an “Air of
Gaiety.” Judges who call for facing off in other
terrier breeds, should allow the Wheaten Terrier the
same privilege—to look his best, standing free, on
his toes and alert to his surroundings.
Presentation: For show purposes, the Wheaten is
presented to show a terrier outline, but coat must be
of sufficient length to flow when the dog is in
motion. The coat must never be clipped or plucked.
Sharp contrasts or stylizations must be avoided.
Head coat should be blended to present a
rectangular outline. Eyes should be indicated but
never fully exposed. Ears should be relieved of
fringe, but not taken down to the leather. Sufficient
coat must be left on skull, cheeks, neck and tail to
balance the proper length of body coat. Dogs that

are overly trimmed shall be severely penalized.

SILHOUETTE
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The Fabulous Foursome from Colorado
Recently National Wheaten Rescue (NWR) was called upon to rehome four Wheatens from the
state of Colorado. This was a huge task, but our rescue team sprung into action and within six
weeks had placed all four, and several went to previous rescue families. Each rescue has their
own story and fortunately these four came from caring homes and were in good health. The
Greater Denver Wheaten Club donates a stipend to NWR every year to assist Colorado Wheatens, and NWR has
volunteers in each state who provide foster care, transport and support for Wheatens who are in need of being
rescued, rehabilitated and rehomed.
Our rescue program is funded by donations.

GINGER

We were so lucky to adopt this dog. She is incredibly friendly and happy. She is
adjusting to her new home and new people really well. Ginger is a pleaser, and loves
to go for walks. We live in a remote area so there are many great smells from various
wildlife. She has made herself at home by sleeping with us and gets a massage every
morning. Ginger greets us with a huge Wheaten greeting. She is always super happy
when our friends come over to visit, and she is very well-behaved. She is a breath of
fresh air for us and has been a great addition to our family. This is our third rescue dog
and we adore her. We are so lucky to have this sweet dog in our lives.

Bosley has settled in comfortably in our home. From day one, he has decided our bed is the
BOSLEY
best place for him to sleep at night. He is very focused on the television and computer
monitors. If we put on the TV, he immediately jumps to a place on the couch and
watches. When we are in the office working on the computer, he wants to sit on our
laps to help out. He has rid our yard of every bird, and watches at the yard gate to
make sure no other critter has an entry. He has made some friends in the
neighborhood from our daily walks. He waits for other dogs to approach by lying
down whenever he sees one, even half a block away, so he has slowed down our
walks considerably. He doesn't seem to really know his name yet, so more training in
progress. He doesn't like to be left home alone, but does well. Overall, he’s a very
quiet dog, not really cuddly or playful but he loves my husband, so is always seen lying next to him.

LILI
I am Lili (aka Yo Yo) and I am two years old. I have a colorful past, coming off the
road from a Mercedes van. Not a fun place for a rambunctious puppy. I have an
older brother Sam who I follow everywhere and I love to sleep with him in his bed.
My human lets me have lots of fun and I am learning to behave... most of the time.

Thomas joined our family almost a month ago and it’s been an absolute JOY! He brings so
much love and energy to our household. He plays with my son’s one year old male
chocolate lab/pointer mix ALL the time (after first struggling to get along with her). Walking
on a leash is a new thing for Thomas; he is learning and ENJOYING! He loves to explore and
the best are his cuddles! Always wanted a cuddler and we sure got one with this sweetheart.
Thomas has EYELASHES that are extraordinarily LONG! His obedience is incredible; all I need
to say (once) is “Thomas come” and he’s there like a flash! He likes a bath and LOVES to be
brushed. A heart-felt THANK YOU to NWR and Nancy Butler for matching us to this
incredible boy!
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THE UNIQUE SOFT COATED WHEATEN TERRIER
Factors that Distinguish the Soft Coated Wheaten from other Terriers
By Cindy Vogels, Breeder Education Chair

Many Terrier breeds were developed simultaneously in the British Isles during the 19th century, making them
quite homogeneous in phenotype. Homing in on the Irish Terrier breeds, Soft Coated Wheatens, Kerry Blues
and Irish Terriers share many common characteristics. For this reason, it’s imperative that breeders are keenly
aware of the subtle differences between the breeds because those characteristics form the backbone of proper
breed type.
IRISH, KERRY BLUES AND SOFT COATED WHEATEN TERRIERS SHARE MANY SIMILARITIES

Soft Coated Wheatens and Kerry Blues are remarkably similar; both are square in outline, upstanding, and
similarly balanced. Consequently, it’s of utmost importance that the differences are maintained.
While there are many subtle differences, three primary differences between Soft Coated Wheatens and Kerrys
are:


Ear set and carriage



Coat – color and presentation



Temperament

Both Kerry Blues and Soft Coated Wheatens should have heads in balance
with the rest of the dog. Skulls and muzzles are equal in length in both
breeds. I believe that Kerry Blue Terrier heads appear more refined than Soft
Coated Wheatens’ due to differences in presentation rather than structure.
Correct back skulls, muzzles, ear sets and carriage, proper eyes, and large, black noses, combined with proper
coat and presentation, create proper SCWT expression. As a judge, I find proper heads are so rare that they
appear out of place! SCWT breeders must start paying more attention to head characteristics.
HEAD: Heads should appear rectangular from the front and the side. Skull and muzzle are equal in length.
This relationship is easily measured by placing your middle finger on the occiput (bony perturbance on the
top of the skull) and your thumb in the middle of the stop which
HEAD RECTANGULAR FROM FRONT AND SIDE
should be at eye level. Then you can, just by looking compare that
distance with that from stop to end of nose.
The planes of the head should be parallel, controlled by the stop. It should
be just deep enough to provide a step up between the parallel planes.
When there’s not enough stop, there is no brow protecting the eyes which
appear to “pop” out of the head, generally causing the back skull to fall
away. The problem I see most often in Soft Coated Wheaten heads is too
much stop, which also results in the back skull falling away.
Official publication of the SCWTCA, Inc, volume 49, number 2, June 2022
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SKULL: The back skull and muzzle should be the same length and not too wide. An average sized woman’s
hand should be able to span the skull between the zygomatic arches. The Irish Terrier standard stipulates back
skulls should be smooth, without bumps. While SCWT Standard only states, “Skull flat and clean between the
ears,” it is implied there should be no lumps and bumps.
WIDTH OF SKULL

The muzzle does taper from the back skull, but should fill an average
woman’s hand, including good strong underjaw to hold large teeth.


Back skulls should not be too deep



Back skulls should not be too broad



Muzzles should not too short



Head planes should be parallel divided by a moderate stop
DEPTH OF SKULL

Correct depth of skull to
make head rectangular

Skull too deep and
coarse

SKULL AND MUZZLE

Correct strength and
length of skull & muzzle
without coarseness.
Parallel planes.

The breadth of a Wheaten’s skull should be
easily spanned by an average-sized
woman’s hand. The lines shown are of equal
length. The dog on the left is too broad
in .skull

Skull too deep and
coarse. Muzzle too
short. Planes not
parallel.

EARS: Ear set, size and carriage are one of the distinguishing hallmarks of expression for Soft Coated Wheaten
Terriers.
The Soft Coated Wheaten standard states: “ears…small to medium in size, breaking level with the skull and
dropping slightly forward, the inside edge of the ear lying next to the cheek and pointing to the ground
rather than to the eye.”
With all due respect to the SCWT breed Standard, there is general agreement among Soft Coated Wheaten
breeders that ears appear to break level with the skull. Properly presented, there is short hair on top of Soft
Coated Wheatens’ skulls, and short hair on the ear itself. There should be a straight line from ear to ear across
the top of a SCWT’s top skull, including the short hair. Underneath the hair, proper SCWT ears break slightly
above the level of the skull. If the ears broke level with the skull, they would resemble Sealyham ears. Soft
Coated Wheaten ear sets are much improved of late, although low set, “houndy” ears are still occasionally
seen.

Concerning size, the standard states “small to medium.” Ideally, the tip of the ear should not descend past
the corner of the eye. Overly small, high-set ears are faulty, but rarely seen. Unfortunately, today, most
SCWT ears are too large.
The overriding problem seen in SCWT ears today is poor carriage. The Standard is very clear: the inner edge
should lie along the cheek and the tips should point down to the ground. There is a preponderance of ears
that stand away from the cheek and point out to the sides rather than down. This is incorrect and totally
spoils the unique SCWT expression.
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Note: In some cases, ear carriage can be greatly helped
by proper gluing of puppy ears during teething. While
this is a separate topic, breeders should always err on
the side of gluing ears, even if it appears the ears are
going to be ok. And, in my experience, all ears, with
age, have a tendency to “drift away” from the skull.


Ears should not appear to break below or too far
above the level of the skull



Ears should not extend past the eye



Ears should not point to the eye or out to the sides

BREAKING LEVEL WITH SKULL
Ears appear to break level with skull due to hair on top of head.
They actually break slightly above the level of the skull.

Correct
SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZE
Ideally ear tips should fall no lower than the corner of
the eye.

Proper size

Too Large

Too Low

Too High

Inside edge lying next to cheek. Pointing to
ground rather than eye.

Correct

Too Small

Not lying next to
cheek, pointing out

EYES : Because the eyes are (or should be) nearly obscured by head fall hair, they don’t usually affect
expression. Nevertheless, breeders should be aware of their medium size, slightly almond shape and fairly
wide set. The Standard stipulates that eye rims are black. Dark “mascara” around the eyes is appealing, but
not mandatory. However, washed out pigment can detract from proper expression.


Dark reddish brown or brown



Medium in size



Slightly Almond shaped



Set fairly wide apart



Eye rims black
Correct

Too round

Lack
of pigment

Too close
too round

It is the set, size and carriage of the ears, combined with the proper
head proportions, large black nose and proper presentation that
adds up to typical SCWT expression.
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How to Stop Your Dog
From Jumping on People
By Dorice Stancher, MBA, CPDT-KA, CTDI, AACE

helps teach self-control. Have your dog earn all of
the good stuff including food, praise, play and
petting. This also includes special privileges like
sitting on the couch. Remove their toys and have
them earn them back by doing a behavior or trick.

The “Wheaten Greeting” is one of the cute and
endearing qualities of the breed since our dogs are so
thrilled to meet people. As adorable and entertaining
as this is, sometimes it can get to be a little too much.
They just don’t understand that they can knock
people over and ruin clothing. Thankfully, having an
exercise and enrichment plan in addition to
consistent training can quickly solve the problem.
Remember patience is the key along with practice in
multiple environments both in and out of your
home.
PREVENT THE BEHAVIOR
Puppy owners often unknowingly teach the puppy
to jump up by rewarding them with petting, praise
or food as they place their paws on them as they are
seated or standing. Over time this behavior is
reinforced and becomes challenging to undo when
the dog becomes an adult. It’s important to notice
and encourage the puppy when they are not
jumping and greeting calmly. Start training the basics
early including sit, down, stay and touch, rewarding
generously. Training begins a few days after the
puppy arrives home. Making sure your dog has
enough daily exercise through walking and free play
is a great way to calm the overly energetic dog, Also
mental enrichment helps to create better behavior.
TEACH AN ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIOR
The “Learn to Earn” program helps dogs to
understand the concept of exchange, which is
offering a behavior to get what they want. This also

For training, dogs should be in a flat collar,
martingale or harness. At no time should a prong or
choke collar be used. Punishment based methods like
a knee to the chest should never be used because this
could easily injure the dog’s neck or chest even if
without much force. Also when you lift your knee
and lean back, they are more likely to jump up on
you because you are providing space to them.
TOUCH
Touch is a useful cue which provides a way to get
your dog’s attention and direct his movements. For
example, coming toward you to touch your hand is
a great way to start on recall and touching
someone’s hand is a better alternative to jumping on
them. It’s simple to teach and effective. Present your
hand a few inches away from your dog’s face and
praise/treat for any interest in your hand. After the
first few attempts praise/treat only when he touches
your hand. Repeat this until he understands reliably
and then before presenting your hand say “Touch.”
Eventually increase distractions and distance.
GO TO A SPOT
Place a mat in your home and teach your dog to go
to this place to earn his rewards. Lure him to his spot
and praise/treat. Do this several times until he
understands. While on the spot you can also teach
Sit, Down, Stay and Come. In the beginning remain
close and keep the Stay short. Release to move from
the mat with the word “Okay.” Once this behavior
is fully understood you can introduce Stay for the
food bowl. For the first attempts remain close as
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they are on the mat and gradually lower the bowl as
you tell them to Stay. If they move, pick the bowl up
and try again. Over time, distance can be added and
they can even be taught to go to the mat when
asked.

completely. If he follows and jumps again, give him a
time-out. Either close a door between you or put him
in his confinement area for a minute or two and then
try again. You can also ask for an alternative behavior
like sit or send him to a spot.

THE ADVANCE AND RETREAT METHOD

WHEN VISITORS ARRIVE TO YOUR HOME

This is an effective method developed by Gail Fisher
of All Dogs Gym. The dog should be on a flat collar,
martingale or harness. With the dog on leash a visitor
approaches. If the dog has four feet on the floor the
handler praises the dog as the visitor approaches. If
the dog jumps up the visitor turns their back and
walks away as the owner says “too bad” which is a
no reward marker. This teaches the dog that he did
not get what he wanted because of his behavior. At
no time is the dog forced into position or corrected.
This is done repeatedly until he understands that
proper behavior results in being allowed to greet. It
also requires multiple encounters so that the dog
understands this applies to everyone that he will
meet.

When expecting
company make sure
your dog is well
exercised before their
arrival. Either have him
in a confinement area
until everyone arrives
or on leash if they are
willing to be a part of
the training. Open the
door and invite the
visitor in. If your dog
jumps up, tell him, “Too bad” and walk him away
from the visitor. Once he calms down, let him try
again. Remember to praise and reward him with pets
and attention when he keeps four paws on the floor.

MANAGING THE JUMPING
When You
Arrive
Home...Open
the door or
gate a little and
if your dog
jumps up close
it. Repeat until
you can step
through without the dog jumping up. If he jumps on
you, turn away or go back outside and start again.
When your dog has four feet on the floor praise and
pet him.

It takes time and patience to teach our dogs to not
jump up but with practice it can be done. When
training your dog it is helpful to take notes and
celebrate the small wins. Dogs learn every moment
they are with us, so we need to be aware of what we
are saying through our interactions with them.

In Your Home… When your dog jumps on you, turn
your back to him. Say, “Too bad” as you turn away.
If he stops jumping, turn around to face him. If he
jumps again, turn your back to him once again.
Repeat until he stops jumping. Then pet and praise
him. If your dog keeps jumping up when you turn
your back, walk away from him, ignoring him
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This is a new “experimental” section. Each month we will ask breeders for their
opinion on a certain topic. The most relevant responses will be included in
Benchmarks...Please participate. More details will be provided through Discuss.
June Question: When setting a puppy price, do you
differentiate between show and non-show, dog and
bitch, breeding and nonbreeding? What are your
considerations?
Lynn Cone, Raelyn Wheatens
When I was breeding, setting a price was not based
on whether the puppy was going to be shown or not.
Show homes were always hard to find. It's a huge
commitment for the puppy family and the breeder. My
fellow breeders in the area where I lived were in touch
with each other and we tried to make our puppy fees
comparable. When a potential family called, you kind of
weed out the shoppers. If they asked the price right away,
you know that they are just shopping. Having a good
conversation, and asking the right questions is always an
eye opener with responses.
As far as show potential versus pet, truthfully, finding
good show homes can be daunting. I think that's why,
when my husband was alive, we ended up with 9 dogs in
the house. But, I must say, our pet families were
wonderful, and truly became our Raelyn family for years
to come. I still treasure their friendship, and love their
dogs. I cry with them when they lose them. But still I
wouldn't change a thing about breeding these
wonderful dogs.

Jeanne Ferris, Bryr Rose Wheatens
I charge the same price for any of my puppies. Just
because a puppy doesn’t meet all of the man made
standards to be a show dog, doesn’t make it any less
valuable, in my eyes. Just as the man made standard to
become a super model doesn’t make a human less of a
woman or man. Regarding male or female… why would
one be more valuable then the other?

Meg Ryan, Lismore Wheatens
The same health testing, breeding costs. and nurture goes
into all puppies. I charge the same for show potential and
companion puppies.

Bonnie Ivler, Charmax Wheatens
All our puppies are sold for the same price whether they
are pets or show potential. The same care and expenses
are put into all.
My dogs all go to a Theriogenologist before/during each
breeding for testing and to ensure their health and
readiness. Then, there is no guarantee of the litter size.
Expenses for a litter of 8 is the same as for just 1 pup.
I do Optimal DNA testing on all my puppies. That
involves a vet coming to my home at 5 weeks of age to
draw blood and then again at 8 weeks to go over all the
pups in a quiet home environment and administer their
first shots and microchip each pup. We also pay for the
first-year microchip registration.
We have opened an LLC under our Kennel Name of
CharMax Wheatens for tax purposes. We found that most
of our income from puppies was going to “the dogs”.
That included medical bills, the cost of food, all testing,
handling fees for Championship, travel to dog shows, the
cost of stud fees and supplies. Since our last litter as an
LLC, our cost is a “Tax Included” price which is disclosed
to all our puppy people. Regardless of being an LLC or
not, all our puppies are registered with the AKC and it
will not take long for the States we live in to go after
breeders for sales tax on their dogs. So now I do pay
State Sales tax on all my litters.
As we all know and newbies should be aware, this is not
a very profitable situation. We have had many losses over
the years and many unexpected medical emergencies and
even a successful infant surgery that cost thousands.
The care and equipment and supplies for breeding
successful healthy puppies is not a cheap endeavor and I
know that our puppy people are very happy with the
care and quality and loving environment that their pups
come from.
Breeding is a labor of love; a love for the animals and
breed that we are devoted to. This is what sets us apart
from all others and that is what our puppy homes expect
when coming to SCWTCA for puppies.
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“Show Dogs and Stud Dogs”
By Richard G. (Rick) Beauchamp
http://www.thejudgesplace.com/meet-thejudge/Beauchamp-Richard-028.asp
Article originally appeared in the Feb 2013
BLOODLINES Dog Event News

A

stud dog is not simply a male dog. Neither do
show records or championships have anything
to do with a dog’s producing ability. Winning in the
show ring proves the dog has the quality necessary
to win. Siring outstanding offspring is the only thing
that proves a sire’s ability. These are two entirely
different qualities.
A dog can be a truly great show dog and a poor
sire. A dog can hate the show ring and never win a
point and be an outstanding sire. It is just as simple
as that.
The biggest mistake breeders, novice or veteran, can
make is to confuse their show dogs with their
breeding dogs. They can be the same. We hope they
will be the same. Often they are not.
There are those who say show wins are the
indicator of a dog’s value to the breed. In other
words, if many judges agree a particular dog is the
current ideal in its breed, the dog should be bred to.
I agree - but only to a degree.
You can get every judge in the country to agree that
the dog of the hour is the dog of the hour, but that
same dog can be a complete disappointment in the
breeding department. If a dog’s quality is not
realized in the whelping box, all we have is a box
full of ribbons and nothing more.
This is not to say a winning dog cannot also be an
outstanding producer. Records prove otherwise. But
I cannot stress strongly enough that it is the
producing ability that must be looked to and not the
show record!
Even the outstanding sire can be misused. Most
breeds have had those truly wonderful show dogs
who develop records that become the envy of one

and all. Unfortunately, they become the envy of
too many who feel if a dog is good enough to win
every award in sight, it must be good enough to
breed every bitch in sight.
In a way, the popular stud dog that produces well
only with certain bitch lines can be very destructive
to a breed. A few excellent youngsters emerge from
the right combination and the parade begins. Every
bitch that can see lightning and hear thunder is bred
to the dog, but the percentage of quality produced
is minuscule. The breed takes a big step backward.
This is actually not the fault of the sire, but of the
owners of the many bitches who follow the parade
to the popular sire, regardless of the fact that he
would in fact be the last choice for their particular
bitch.
Truly great sires are really few and far between.
There’s an old saying I heard somewhere along the
way that goes something like, “You can breed that
one to a fence post and you’ll still get good pups.”
They are the rare ones, the ones that any breed is
lucky to have, but it is highly doubtful that any
breed will have such a dog any more than once in
any breeder’s lifetime.
This no doubt all sounds perfectly logical, but I
could write whole books on the excuses young
breeders make for not breeding to the correct dog
for their bitch: snow storms, rain storms, typhoons
and earthquakes; the correct dog’s third cousin lives
down the street; it’s just her first season and I’m
“proving” her; etc., etc., etc.
There is only one breeding worth making - the
right one. When it comes time to breed your
quality bitch, stop and think, what if this turns out
to be the only litter she will ever have!
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Junior Handler Spotlight:
Royal Miller & His Passion
For Terriers

Reprinted with permission of the AKC, www.akc.org
By Sassafras Lowrey, CTDI

A

passion for terriers and dog shows led 17-yearold Royal Miller, from Pennsylvania, to
become ranked as #7 Junior Handler in the Terrier
group.
“I never expected to be in the top 10 in my group
because of COVID-19,” Royal explains. “Yet there I
was, winning in juniors and moving up to #7 in the
Terrier group.”
Royal’s dogs include Charm (GCHB Greentree
Nugget’s Charm), JB (GCHB Greentree in
Margaritaville TKN), and Dyna (GCH Greentree
Charm Dynagriffe TKN).

Dyna is now a GCHS and a GCHG OH
Getting Started

Royal got started in dog shows in August 2016 with
the encouragement of his parents, but he wasn’t
quite sure what to expect. “When my parents and I
got our foundation bitch, I was thrown into the ring
with only a day’s worth of practice,” he recalls.
Although Royal wasn’t sure about dog shows at first,
like many people, it didn’t take long for him to feel
the pull of the sport. “After showing the first day, I
became more interested in it, and began going to
handling practices,” he says. “After a few weeks of
practice, I felt more comfortable and started
showing more often.” And he hasn’t stopped since.
Biggest Accomplishments
Royal might only have been involved in showing for
a few years, but he’s already had a lot of success .
“My proudest accomplishment was when Dyna, our

bred-by bitch, won Owner Handled Group 1 and a
Best in Show Owner Handled on a Friday of a fourday show,” he says. “This amazing accomplishment
led me to two more Owner Handled Group 1s in a
row that same weekend.” Those wins were
particularly meaningful for him and his family, who
breed Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers, because it
bumped them up to #1 Owner Handled Wheaten
Terrier for November 2020
through the present
standings (January 31,
2021).
The other big moment that
stands out in Royal’s show
career is when his family’s
foundation bitch, Charm,
won an Award of Merit at
a national specialty in May
2018. “I was in 8th grade
and was absolutely shocked
to win at a specialty that soon in my show career.”
Building Strength and Confidence
Dog shows are a lot of fun, but they have also
played an important role in Royal’s health, as well
as helping him develop strength and confidence. “I
had a few hip surgeries back in 2016 and 2017 and
we started dog shows around that time,” he
explains. “I had a limp, which was somewhat
obvious, and dog shows helped me get rid of my
limp, due to how much walking I was doing.” Four
years later, he hasn’t had any problems with his
hip.
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“Dog shows also helped with some social anxiety I
had,” he says. “As I made friends, I slowly began to
be more social with people, which made talking to
other people I don’t know well in the sport easier.”
Royal credits his experience as a Junior
Handler specifically with helping him to gain
valuable confidence when talking to adults. “It has
also taught me that I can do anything I put my mind
to - if I want to win, I will work for it and win.”
Advice for Juniors
Getting started in showing dogs can feel
overwhelming, especially for kids and teens who
don’t come from show families. Royal encourages
any interested kids to just go for it. He emphasizes
the importance of researching the different dog

sports and breeds you’re interested in, then finding
a reputable breeder for getting a dog to show. It’s
also important for adults to support juniors with
getting involved in the sport. “If you want to
mentor or support a junior, do it,” he says. “A
junior who wants to win will want to have a
mentor who can help them and support them.”
What’s Next?
Like most people, Royal is looking forward to life
returning to “normal” after COVID—and he has
big plans for his dogs. While his short-term focus is
to get back to regular shows, in the long term he
intends to focus on “keeping our bred-by bitch in
the top 10 Owner-Handled and to eventually get
into the Top 100 Owner-Handled overall.”

AKC ANNOUNCES EXPANSION OF
NATIONAL OWNER-HANDLED SERIES PROGRAM
NOHS Levels of Achievement

A note From Royal
“I’m so happy that AKC has added levels of
achievement for NOHS (National Owner Handled
Series)”
Dyna has received her NOHS gold level of
achievement, adding to her list of titles Group
winning Multiple group placing NOHSG (NOHS
Gold) MOHBIS OHRBIS GCHS Greentree Charm
Dynagriffe TKN
About National Owner Handled Series
Did you know that more than 80% of show dogs are
handled by their owners? The AKC National OwnerHandled Series celebrates the dedication and
enthusiasm of owner-handler exhibitors and allows
them to compete head-to-head against one another

Consistent with the AKC’s ongoing efforts to grow
the AKC National Owner-Handled Series (NOHS)
program and the sport overall, the American Kennel
Club (AKC®) has launched the AKC National Owner
-Handled Series Levels of Achievement that offers
Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum recognition to
exhibits obtaining a predetermined number of
NOHS points for each level of award.
NOHS Levels of Achievement pins and certificates
are provided for the highest Level of Achievement a
dog has earned at the time the expansion is
implemented.
The NOHS Levels of Achievement utilizes the
same NOHS point system used to determine the
annual rankings for the NOHS.
LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT

MINIMUM LIFETIME NOHS POINTS

Bronze
Silver
Gold
Platinum
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MACH11 RORY MAKES RECORD BREAKING HISTORY
By Janine Mroz

Two teams deserve special recognition for their amazing historical highest ever agility titles.
Mary Whiting and MACH11 Rory
AGCH MACH11 Rory Red King of the Links MXC3 PDS MJS4 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8 THD CGCA TKP
(2022) 11 MACHs and 12,899 points and 222 Double Qs
Lorri Ligato and MACH10 Malley
MACH10 Joy-Dells New Years Malley MXG3 MJB4 MXF MFB TQX
(2013) 10 MACHs and 7,595 points and 212 Double Qs
Record-breaking history was made on March 25, 2022, when Mary
Whiting and her Wheaten, Rory crossed the finish line on an agility
course to win their MACH11 title. At age 7, Rory donned the crown,
and became the new highest MACH Agility Wheaten Terrier ever per
AKC Lifetime statistics.

Since December 29, 2013, this high title and honor had been held by
Lorri Ligato and MACH10 Malley earned at age 10. MACH10 Malley
held that distinction for eight years.

“Rory and I are enjoying every
step of our journey!
Our bond and connection is one
I will cherish forever!
He is truly my Irish Blessing!”
Mary Whiting

Mary’s achievement is truly big news in the Wheaten agility
community! To achieve this high title, Mary accumulated 11 MACHs
titles (222 Double Qualifying runs) with Rory plus earned the highest
points ever with 12,899 points per AKC report posted on March 31,
2022. With his impressive speed, Rory shattered the previously held
record by over 5,000 points.

Both the Wheaten and agility communities congratulate Mary and
MACH11 Rory on achieving this
huge honor. They are one
consistent and awesome agility
team that are admired around the
country.

Congratulations to Lorri for maintaining her top position with MACH10
Malley for eight years. She truly gave the rest of the Wheaten agility teams
a goal to set our sights on.

For MACH11 Rory and Mary, only time will tell what this stellar team
have in store for the history books. It feels like a “Run for the Roses”
moment with the speed and excitement in which Mary and Rory have
secured their place in AKC history for Wheaten Terriers in agility.
We are extremely proud of both teams and what they have accomplished
for the sport and as wonderful ambassadors of our breed.

“Malley was quite a
champion. She competed in
agility up to the weekend
she passed away. I still miss
the bond we shared.”
Lorri Ligato
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By: Pam Mandeville

Back to…. normal?

I

expect we now recognize expecting the
pandemic to be completely over and going
“back to normal” isn’t realistic. It’s more like we’ve
come near the end and we have a different
reality…better than the last 2 years but not like 3
years ago.
Horrifying for the friends and families of the over 6
million dead, the pandemic was much more
disruptive than expected at the beginning. Look at
today’s world…the labor market, supply chain,
education, health care, the economy…all changed.
Maybe the pandemic simply shone a light on cracks
in our world, maybe it widened fissures, maybe just
a much longer return to the past…whatever, I
expect 50 years from now, it will be seen as a
significant tipping point. It’s a cliché, but there is a
“new normal.”

(Um… we’re here about dogs, not to read your
musings about the world, sport.)
Right.
The dog
world
turned on its
head, too.
Events were
cancelled,
dog
professionals
lost business
and faced
going under, shows instituted COVID restrictions,
vet access was hard…and don’t forget “pandemic
puppies.” What did all that show us?
Some were…well, let’s face it…tone deaf.
Complaints about losing entry fees in last minute
cancellations. Complaints about COVID restrictions
when shows started up again. Understandably,
those who lived in areas hard hit or whose friends,

families or acquaintances suffered losses held
different views than those relatively unaffected.
My hope
was we
would gain
some
perspective
about what
dog sports
represent.
They’re an
expensive
hobby…and while it’s a living for professional
handlers, judges and vendors, it’s still an expensive
hobby for their clients who pay the bills.
Some of you probably don’t like hearing
“expensive hobby.” I’m not sure if it’s a uniquely
American trait but we all tend to see ourselves as
“middle class.” According to the US Board of
Labor Statistics, the average annual wage in 2020
was $56,310. According to IRS data, the middle
20% of US households earned between $36,000
and $71,000 in 2019. I suspect if you’re reading
this, that data likely doesn’t describe you as
“middle class” despite where you may have
started life.
Or forget data and consider this: you can meet
your family’s needs (I hope) …shelter, food,
clothing, health, education…and still be able to
devote a couple of hundred dollars on some
weekends to dog sports.
By the way, I see nothing wrong owning up to the
financials. Purebred dogs are extraordinary and
breeders who create them and owners who do
things with them make them even more so. They
bring value to our world. If that takes people
devoting some discretionary income to it, I’m
grateful they have it. Just don’t pretend dog
events are something they are not. The word
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“privilege” is used a lot these days and many rebel
against it. But if we recognize we are privileged to
be able to compete in dog events, maybe we can
create a better “new normal.”
First, let’s stop whining…my favorite bête noire.
Look, complaining is a God-given right, but when
you’re on social media
and grumbling about the
size of ribbons (please
don’t get me started on
NOHS gripes) or not
getting an entry break for
Bred By or the judge not
giving you the full 2 ½
minutes’ time you think
you paid for, what do you think the non-dog world
sees? The same thing I see when a rich person
complains about the cost of a limo. But always
remember: the impact on us is worse than mere
disdain. We face restrictive legislation and negative
opinions about dogs and breeding. We need to
make friends, not repel them.
Second, let’s recognize we’re a community. Maybe
I’m lucky here but the Wheaten show community in
this area is supportive and demonstrates
sportsmanship. Yes, we’re competitive and yes, we
don’t all see eye to eye. Still, it makes showing
dogs…something I felt privileged to be able do this
spring for the first time in nearly 3 years…even more
special. We need to recognize that our community is
broader than our dog show buddies.

It includes professional handlers, judges and clubs.
When you gripe about handlers always winning
and judges being incompetent or crooked and
clubs overcharging…well, who do you think
you’re talking about? You’re talking about people
who care as much about dogs as you do. Must the
divisiveness that threatens our country also
threaten our sport? We are just too small in the
greater scheme of things to survive it. Open your
eyes.
Finally, we are a diverse sport. Not just in the ways
our country is, different races and ethnicities and
perspectives. But rather in the ways one can be
part of it. Some compete at the highest levels,
looking for BIS and big show success. Some focus
on finishing dogs they’ve bred. Some enjoy the
show scene for a season, some for a lifetime. Some
were born into showing, some chose it as a career;
some started as a “pet show home” and became
addicted…or were one and done. Some find club
service fulfilling; others are happy just paying
dues. We are passionate about aspects of our dog
sports…and it is big enough to contain ALL of
those things. Does it mean we are all equally
informed on all parts of the sport? Absolutely
not…I’d hardly be qualified to say much about
performance events. But just like our diverse
nation, we will be stronger if, even as we argue,
we still embrace the different ways of being “dog
people.”
Now THAT would be a great “new normal!”

In Memory of John Mandeville
1946 – 2022
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WHEATEN HEALTH NEWS
Presented by: Susan Ratliffe, WHN Editor

A BREEDER’S GUIDE TO GENETIC TESTS
How simple recessive genetics applies to the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier gene test results
We all possess two copies of every gene for every trait, condition, disease, etc... Our dogs do too.

If a dog gene tests non-carrier (Homozygous Negative or 1/1), it has two non-carrier copies of the
gene. This means this dog is unaffected by the specific disease or condition. Other common names
(0), Clear, 0,0 Normal
If a dog gene tests carrier (Heterozygote or 1/2), it has one non-carrier and one carrier copy of the
gene. This means this dog has an “intermediate” chance of developing the condition. Other
common names (1), Carrier, 0,1
If a dog gene tests with two Carrier copies of the gene (Homozygous Positive 2/2), this means the
dog has a “higher” chance of developing the specific disease or condition. Other common names (2)
2,2
Genetic testing provides the breeder knowledge of the carrier status of breeding dogs, and enables
choices to minimize risks when breeding dogs, regardless of their status, in order to maintain genetic
diversity in the gene pool.
A word of caution
Breeding combinations in common terms
about probabilities.
The % are figured on
-Breeding a (0) to a (0), all puppies will be (0)
multiple breedings
-Breeding a (0), to a (1) you have a 50% probability of either a (0) or a (1)
added together. In
-Breeding a (0) to a (2) all puppies will be a (1)
reality the individual
litter could be any
-Breeding a (1) to a (1) Puppies have a 25% probability of either being a
combination of the
(0) or a (2) and a 50% chance of being a (1)
numbers. The whole
-Breeding a (1) to a (2) Puppies will have a 50% probability of being either
litter could be a (1) or
a (1) or a (2)
a (2) or different %
than stated.
-Breeding a (2) to a (2) All puppies will be a (2)
KNOWN GENETIC DISEASES IN THE SOFT COATED WHEATEN TERRIER
Protein-Losing Nephropathy (PLN)
Protein-Losing Nephropathy (PLN) is a condition of glomerular diseases. It causes significant protein
loss through a structure of the kidneys called the glomerulus. Note that PLN is not old age kidney
disease and is different than Renal Dysplasia. PLN can be associated with systemic hypertension (high
blood pressure), thromboembolic events (blood clots), edema/ascites, and eventually chronic renal
failure.
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Degenerative Myelopathy (DM)
DM is a debilitating disease that causes gradual paralysis in many dog breeds. It is caused by a
degeneration of the spinal cord that onsets typically between 8 and 14 years of age. It presents first
with the loss of coordination of the hind legs. If signs progress for a longer period of time, loss of
urinary and fecal continence may occur and eventually, weakness will develop in the front limbs.
Adult Paroxysmal Dyskinesia (PxD)
The research team at the University of Missouri Animal Molecular Genetic Lab has been studying a rare
neurologic disease of Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers that can be clinically classified as a paroxysmal
dyskinesia (PxD). Veterinary Neurologist, Dr. Dennis O’Brien, has described PxD as an autosomal
recessive, hereditary movement disorder.
Signs typically begin between 8 months and 3 years of age and consist of episodes of abnormal tone
or movement affecting one or more limbs. The hind limbs are most commonly affected but front limbs
can also be involved. In a mild episode, the dog may just have an exaggerated flexion of one hind
limb as it walks. Other times, it may have a stiff, stilted gait with a hunch-backed or twisted spine.
In contrast to seizures, the dogs do not lose consciousness during an episode. Episodes can occur
several times a day, and the length of the episodes can vary from minutes to hours. Between episodes
the dogs can appear normal.

Microphthalmia
Microphthalmia is an eye disorder present from birth where affected puppies have abnormally small
and underdeveloped eyes. For autosomal recessive disorders, dogs with two copies of the variant are
at risk of developing the condition.
Dogs with one copy of the variant are called carriers and although they are not at risk for
development of the disorder, they may pass the disease variant on to their puppies if bred. Puppies
affected with this congenital eye disease suffer from bilateral Microphthalmia (small and
underdeveloped eyes) and blindness.
Planning to breed a dog with this genetic variant?

Sire

This disease is autosomal recessive meaning that two copies (one from each parent) of the mutation
are needed for disease signs to
develop. A carrier dog with one copy
of the Microphthalmia mutation can
be safely bred with a clear dog with
no copies of the Microphthalmia
mutation. About half of the puppies
will have one copy (carriers) and half
will have no copies of the
Microphthalmia mutation.
Puppies in a litter which is expected to
contain carriers should be tested prior
to breeding. Carrier to carrier matings
are not advised as the resulting litter
may contain affected puppies.
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Some Test sites and what they offer
A simple cheek swab test to determine an individual dog’s DNA status can be done
University of Pennsylvania - PLN, Dr. Meryl Littman and Dr. Paula Henthorn at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine (Penn Vet) identified two genes associated with PLN in
DNA samples. DM, Microphthalmia
Optimal Selection/ Wisdom Panel - PLN (1 gene for the PLN variant), DM, Microphthalmia,
Paroxysmal Dyskinesia
Embark - PLN (1 gene for the PLN variant), DM, Paroxysmal Dyskinesia
Orthopedic Foundation for Animals – Paroxysmal Dyskinesia, DM
Protein Losing Enteropathy (PLE)
At the present time there are no genetic tests available for this disease.
Renal Dysplasia (RD)
At the present time there are no genetic tests available for this disease.
Addison’s Disease
At the present time there are no genetic tests available for this disease. However, with diagnoses this
disease is treatable.

PAROXYSMAL DYSKINESIA (PXD):
INTERVIEW WITH OWNER OF AN AFFECTED WHEATEN
By Anna Marzolino

Q: Tell us about Your Wheaten: Name, Personality, how old was he
when you brought the pup into your home?
A: His name is Rapin’s Theodore (Teddy) He is a bright, funny old soul. He
came to us when he was about 2 ½ months old. He is neutered.
Q: What is his overall health history?
A: Severe allergies which lead to chronic ear infections.
Q: How old was he when you noticed the first symptoms of PxD?
A: Two and a half years old. We were fortunate it did not start earlier.
This is about the average age that episodes typically begin.

Q: Was there a particular time of the day was it observed?
A: Yes, usually around lunch or dinner.
Q: Did you notice any atypical events leading up to the episodes?
A: I know some of the research states that this does not get triggered by
events but that is not the case with Teddy. His triggers are hunger, stress, and over excitement.
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Q: Can you please describe what you saw with Teddy during an episode?
A: There was uncontrolled movements usually involving
the back and limbs. He remains conscious and will
follow commands during these episodes. His body
radiates heat.
Q: How did you approach Teddy when episodes occur?
A: We offer comfort and eliminate the trigger.
Q: How long are the episodes, and how does he come out of them?
A: Episodes vary in length, frequency and severity. And then it just stops.
Q; Please describe the first vet visit?
A: Our original vet Carl Welti, Jr DVM, was shown a video and did not know what it was. He
suggested we contact local breeders to see if there was anything like this appearing in the breed.
We took him to the Motor City Wheaten summer picnic and Denise Daniel showed him to the
breeders that were there. None of them knew what it was. She suggested we get a full DNA panel
and take him to William Schultz, DVM, who has a specialty breeding practice. He knew what it
was and explained it is seen in several breeds and that each breed is treated differently. A full
DNA panel confirmed the diagnosis.
Q: Have you consulted with a University Veterinary School, or seen other specialist(s)?
A: Yes, we consulted with Andrew Isaacs DVM, and a Board-certified Veterinary Neurologist,
Dogwood Farmington, Michigan. Additionally, Dr. Schultz is affiliated with Michigan State
University
Q: Describe his quality of life, and what is his prognosis?
A: Good. Episodes are under control now with medication and not as severe. He has 1 or 2 a day.
He is on medication, we have a timely routine, and have removed known triggers. He has a few
more aches and pains than the usual dog due to cramping. His PxD is under control for now but
this condition gets worse with age. So the future is uncertain.
Q: What are your thoughts about DNA testing?
A: We did a full panel Wisdom. I will never purchase a dog again without testing. Teddy has cost us
thousands of dollars in Vet bills and medication. This disease is recessive genetic. Both parents may
appear fine but unknowingly be carrying the gene. If two carriers are bred the pups have a 25%
chance of getting the disease. He comes from a Grand Championship line. We have entered him
in the SCWT Data Base.
We would like to thank Carl Welti, Jr. DVM, Denise Daniel and Motor City Wheaten Club, William
Schultz DVM, Terrie Malinak DVM, Andrew Isaacs, DVM and the SCWTCA.
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CONFORMATION
DOG

SIRE

CH Bonney You Are My Sunshine
CH Cachet Love Hath My Heart
CH Charmax's Bea 'Cause We Chased A Dream
CH Clover's La Vie En Rose CGC TKN
CH Connemar Bonney Spring Training RN CGCU TKN ATT

DAM

GCH CH Saltnsea Runnin' Down A Dream
CH Bradberry's Best Of My Love
GCH CH Charmax Chasing Liberty
GCHP CH Bryr Rose Matisse CGC
CH Bonney Nip & Tuckit

CH Keepsake's Simply Marvellous
CH Lismore A Wrinkle In Time
CH Lismore's The Elements Of Style
CH Reyem's Vintage Take A Chance On Me
CH Star Lord Stanleys Victory
CH Westwhind Ride Like The Wind
CH Wheaten Lane's Walking On Sunshine
CH Cela Island Warrior
CH Star Along For The Ride
CH Stratford No Words Can Express It
CH Tchoklat Living The Dream
CH Adako Boot Scootin' Through Life
CH Aran It Musth Be Love
CH Charmax's Bea 'Cause I Can!
CH Claddagh's The Greatest Love CGC TKN
CH Greentree Rose Gold
CH Harbour Hill Friends Forever
CH Harbour Hill How You Doin?
CH Kaler Caught In The Act
CH Orla Cork Harbor V Gracyn
CH Pitterpat Reluctant Zoomer
CH Saddlebrook's Might As Well Be Awesome
CH Star Seeing Is Believing
CH Vintage When Sparks Fly
GCH CH Adako Ta-Ta For Now
GCH CH Cela Checkmate Game Over
GCH CH Keepsake Boreal Victorious
GCH CH Trinity's Par Ti All Along The Watchtower
GCH CH Vehnapellon Let It Be
GCH CH Azydeco Grand Duchess Beatrice
GCH CH Cela Full Blue Moon Over The Ocean
GCHB CH Adako Villanova Deja Vu

GCHB CH Escapade Bonney Kolohelani
GCH CH Legacy Gleanngay Cyd Charisse
CH Charmax Diamond Liberty's To Coin A Phrase
GCH CH Clover's Uptown Girl
GCH CH Connemar She Moves In Mysterious Ways RI
CGCA TKN
GCHS CH Keepsake's Raise Your Galss
CH Keepsake's Double Exposure
GCHG CH Lismore Mccormack's Dragon Song
GCH CH Lismore This Must Be The Place
GCHG CH Lismore Mccormack's Dragon Song
GCH CH Lismore This Must Be The Place
GCHG CH J'Adores Stanley Cup Toews At Raelyn
Reyem's Catch A Tiger By Her Toe
GCH CH Star No Shirt No Shoes No Service
CH Star Neet
GCH CH Whindancer's Marvelous Night For A Moondance CH Spinner's Shake It Off At Westwind
GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover
CH Wheaten Lane's Mellow Yellow
Tejarpsdalens Paparazzi
CH Cela Twilight Romance On The Beach
GCH CH Star No Shirt No Shoes No Service
CH Star Of The Sea
CH Raclee Express West O'Andover CD
CH Stratford The Eyre Affair
Ellora Gillians Gold
Tchoklat Pleasant Surprise
CH Caraway Celebrate Life
GCH CH Marquee's It Ain'T No Trick
CH Aran Midnight In Paris
CH Sam Hill's Check Yes Or No
CH Dhowden Lend Me Your Ears
CH Charmax Diamond Liberty's To Coin A Phrase
CH Heartstring's Toast To Tara
Claddagh's Glory Be FDC
GCHB CH Trinity's Par Ti At Fairy Tale
GCH CH Greentree Gold Trinket
CH Harbour Hill Mike Delfino
GCHG CH Harbour Hill One In A Million
CH Harbour Hill Mike Delfino
GCHG CH Harbour Hill One In A Million
CH Lochlinear Fire And Rain
CH Kaler Ice On Ice
CH Acacia Orla Lil Fish Brandon
CH O'Lorcan's Mystery Writer's M.E. Confidante
GCH CH Atas Harbour Hill Take A Bao
Pitterpat Oonagh Maccoul
GCH CH Star No Shirt No Shoes No Service
CH Saddlebrook's Champagne Fizz
GCH CH Star No Shirt No Shoes No Service
CH Star Give It All You Got
CH Vintage Braveheart
Vintage Keep The Home Fires Burning
GCHG CH Adako Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
GCH CH Villanova Adako She Wore A Yellow Ribbon
Tejarpsdalens Paparazzi
GCH CH Cela Royal Hawaiian Night
GCHB CH Greentree Olympic Charm
CH Keepsake Boreal Sea Clear
Greentree Gold Mombo To Denzilly
GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti
Geijes Cullen
Vehnapellon Ihka Aito
GCH CH Bryr Rose Symbol Of Paris
GCHB CH Azydeco How Can U Surpass Perfection
GCHP CH Ainle Something To Talk About
GCH CH Cela Cake By The Ocean RATN
GCHS CH Rioga Hakuna Moscato
GCH CH Villanova Adako She Wore A Yellow Ribbon

GCHG CH Kolohe It's Raining Sunshine
GCHP CH Moxxy Shandalee Hello Gorgeous
GCHS CH Moxxy Shandalee Firecracker

CH Legacy Wildwest Wildflower
GCHS CH Sundance My Beau's A Roxstar
GCHB CH Bradberry's The One I Love

CH Avalon Noblesse Oblige
GCHG CH Shandalee Fireworks
GCHG CH Shandalee Fireworks

PERFORMANCE
DOG

SIRE

Lulu LaBelle CGCA TKI
Vermilion's Brimley ACT1 CGC TKI
Ceili's Fly Away Home RE OA OAJ XF CGC TKA

Logan Alexander Clagett MXP AJP XFP BCAT ACT1
Ceili's Fly Away Home RE OA NAJ OF CGC TKA
Lord Of My Heart BCAT DJ CGC TKN ATT
CH Macphail What Ever M'Lady Wants BCAT TKN
Gotham's Emerald Quinn Of Spades CGC
Phoebe Jo CGC
Boone's Winsome Beau Dandy BCAT CGC TKN
Sandcastle's Aingeal Eyes Of Comfort And Joy CGC TKN

GCH CH Rosheen Acacia Go For Broke
CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE
FDC OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA
Logan Alexander Clagett MXP AJP XFP BCAT
ACT1
CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE
FDC OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA
Lord Of My Heart BCAT DJ CGC TKN ATT
Mackanme Iulius Planus Uva Moscato
Gus Without Much Fuss At Heartland
Silver Crests Maximum Brody
Boone's Winsome Beau Dandy BCAT CGC TKN
GCH CH Hollywood's Back To The Future CD BN
RA CGC TKN

DAM
Vermilion's Huckleberry
CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC
TKA

CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC
TKA
GCHB CH Macphail Wicked Live Wire
Kevanna Noralea
Buffeys Irish Whiskey
GCHB CH Sandcastle's Aingeal In Disguise
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DOG
CH Kilronan Run For The Roses CGC
Doubloons Razzmataz RE CA BCAT SWN SBE SCA SIA RATM CGC TKP
AGCH MACH11 Rory Red King Of The Links MXC3 PDS MJS4 PJS MFB2 TQX
T2B8 THD CGCA TKP
Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP MJP XFP BCAT
MACH PACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB
PAX NF SWN SCA SIA SBA RATN CGC TKP
AGCH MACH9 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG3 PDS MJB4 PJS MFB2 TQX
T2B8 THD CGCA TKP
Nicki Vedder MXP MJP2 MJPB XFP
AGCH MACH10 Rory Red King Of The Links MXC3 PDS MJS4 PJS MFB2 TQX
T2B8 THD CGCA TKP
Logan Alexander Clagett MXP MJP XFP BCAT ACT1
Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP MJP2 XFP BCAT
Nicki Vedder MXP MJP3 MJPB XFP
CH MACH2 Saddlebrook's Wyldwood Rebel Without A Cork BN MXS MJG MFB
TQX T2B2 CGC TKN
CH MACH Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RE MXB MJS XF T2B SWA TKA ATT
AGCH MACH10 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG3 PDS MJS4 PJS MFB2 TQX
T2B8 THD CGCA TKP
Jendu Blue Skyes NA NAJ BCAT
Jendu Blue Skyes NA NAJ BCAT
Marchwind The Girl Of His Dreams NAP NJP ACT2 RATCH
Ceili's Fly Away Home RE OA OAJ OF CGC TKA

Lil'Town Cianan Irish Flirt Of Ardnacassa CD PUDX BN GO RM3 RAE SCA CGC
TKP
Flanagan Extravagant Luxury RA
Flanagan Extravagant Luxury RA
Ltd. Edition Who's My Aisling CD BN RM FDC SWN SCM SHDN THD CGCA
CGCU TKI
Lil'Town Cianan Irish Flirt Of Ardnacassa CD PUTD BN GO RM3 RAE SCA CGC
TKP
Cheshire Let's Talk It Over RN
Flanagan Extravagant Luxury RN
Kaler's Roxie The Dame With Moxie RN SWN SCA SBA TKN
Doubloons Razzmataz RE BCAT SWN SBE SCA SIA RATM CGC TKP
Sam Hill's Food For Your Soul CAA BCAT SWA SCM SBM RATS CGC
GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad BN RI TD NA NAJ NAP NJP OFP SCN SEN
RATO TKI
Kaler's Roxie The Dame With Moxie RN SWN SCA SEA SBA TKN
Escapade Moonstruck Madness At Katdancer RN OAP NJP NFP SWA SCE SEE
TKN
CH PACH Katdancer Look At Me Scamper RN AX AXJ MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG
PAX2 OF SWA SCM SEM SBE RATO TKN
GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad BN RI TD NA NAJ NAP NJP OFP SCN SEN
RATO TKI
CH MACH2 Saddlebrook's Wyldwood Rebel Without A Cork BN MXS MJG MFB
TQX T2B3 CGC TKN
Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir CGC TKA
Lulu LaBelle CGCA TKA
GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE NA OAJ SWN SCA SIA
SBA THD CGCA TKI
Lulu LaBelle CGC TKI
Trinity's Par Ti Sky High TKI
GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE NA OAJ SWN SCA SIA
SBA THD CGCA TKI
CH Lil'Town Love Of My Life At Ardnacassa CGC TKN
Dromara's Virtual Reality CGC TKN
Trinity's Par Ti Sky High TKI
Ballybae Keleigh's W'Wilomena Erin TKP

SIRE

DAM

CH Reyem's Eeny Meeny Mighty Moe
CH Tara I Get Around
Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer

CH Kilronan Late For The Sky
GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Play
Missi Liberty Wigglebutt

CH Stratford Please Remember Me
Ellileeah Star Of David

CH Stratford Hey Boo
Dunfrae's Sweet Sweet Spirit

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer

Missi Liberty Wigglebutt

Nicki Vedder MXP MJP2 MJPB XFP
Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer

Missi Liberty Wigglebutt

Logan Alexander Clagett MXP MJP XFP BCAT
ACT1
CH Stratford Please Remember Me
Nicki Vedder MXP MJP3 MJPB XFP
CH Mackanme Patriotic Justice

CH Stratford Hey Boo

CH Aran Nothing Ventured...
Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer

CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday
Missi Liberty Wigglebutt

CH Cela Next Hawaiian Punch
CH Cela Next Hawaiian Punch
CH Whindancer Come Back To Me On The Smile
CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE
FDC OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA
House Of Softy Legend

CH Candance Sunny Skyes At Jendu
CH Candance Sunny Skyes At Jendu
CH Whindancer's Shed A Little Light
CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC
TKA
CH Lil' Town Flirt Of Ardnacassa

CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can
CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can
CH Gleanngay Who's Your Daddy

CH Mackanme Keely Of Bodasca RN
CH Mackanme Keely Of Bodasca RN
LTD Edition Bridget O'Dundalk

House Of Softy Legend

CH Lil' Town Flirt Of Ardnacassa

GCHS CH Greentree Moonstruck Mombo Man
CH Its Michaleen Morn' Catch Me If You Can
CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story
CH Tara I Get Around
CH Sam Hill's Ps I Love You NAJ
CH Cameron Hunnicut
CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story
CH Hullabaloo The Rookie VCD1 RE

Cheshire You Talkin To Me
CH Mackanme Keely Of Bodasca RN
CH Kaler Shebang
GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Play
Aran Achtung Baby
GCH CH Orion Trebol Hot Like Me RI TD NFP
ACT2 SCA SIN SEN RATO
CH Kaler Shebang
GCH CH Escapade Just A Minute

CH Katdancer Ez To Look At

Katdancer Matter Of Opinion

CH Cameron Hunnicut
CH Mackanme Patriotic Justice

GCH CH Orion Trebol Hot Like Me RI TD NFP
ACT2 SCA SIN SEN RATO
CH Saddlebrook's Champagne Fizz

CH Edgewood Talking Away

GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot

GCHG CH Lil'Town Fiddler's Lullaby Of
Ardnacassa

GCH CH Bon Aquarel Nightingale Song At
Lil'Town

Greentree Gold Mombo To Denzilly
GCHG CH Lil'Town Fiddler's Lullaby Of
Ardnacassa
CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story

GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti
GCH CH Bon Aquarel Nightingale Song At
Lil'Town
GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa
CDX RE NA OAJ SWN SCA SIA SBA THD
CGCA TKI
CH Dromara's Oh So Fine
GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti
CH Ballybae Una's Keepum Keleigh

GCH CH Dromara's Snowy Stardust
Greentree Gold Mombo To Denzilly
Ballybae Devin's Liam L'Andrew

CH Saddlebrook's Champagne Fizz
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SPECIALTY CHAIRS: KARLA BAER COHEN $ LAURA VINCENT VIRANT

“The brightest stars are those that shine for the benefit of others ”
The stars were all aligned
and shining March 2-6th.
Six shows in five days, two
days with the Malibu
Kennel Club, the SCWTCSC
Specialty in conjunction
with Great Western Terrier
Association, our
Sweepstakes with long time
Wheaten breeder, Ann
Leigh of Starlight Wheatens judging and our
Supported Entry Show in the afternoon, plus the
SCWTCA Supported Entry held with the Kennel Club
of Beverly Hills. All combined with beautiful
Wheatens, smiling faces, friends, helping hands,
incredible hospitality, soft goods and a fabulous
raffle.
Our decoration committee
outdid themselves this
year. Laura Vincent Virant
designed a Wheaten
sitting in a director’s chair
to complement Darci
Olson’s art work that was
the center of attention on
our trophy table .
For our SCWTCSC
Specialty on Friday, Merrillee Ford created her hand
thrown bowls & plates which she decorated with her
trademark Wheatens - this year Wheatens were
holding stars or sitting in director chairs, following
our theme. Our second show on Friday was a
supported entry with Design R Dogs mugs and tote
bags printed with hand drawn toile. These were
designed and donated by Design R Dogs artist,
Michelle Montes-Capton.

Our raffle was a labor of love for our Raffle Chairs,
Laura Vincent Virant and Allison Van Wig. We
offered a Gift Card Tree
valued at over $1000, a
metal gaiting Wheaten
donated by our club
and Debbie Bowen, an
incredibly detailed
terrier scarf, an
enormous Wheaten gift
basket with a wreath, sign, mugs, fabulous toile
pillow and tote donated & designed by Michelle
Montes-Capton, an incredible Wheaten statue
donated by Jackie Whitham, a vintage treat
dispenser donated by Laura Virant and a huge
Allison Van Wig Wheaten designed lantern!
Each day volunteers spread out morning and
afternoon hospitality for our Wheaten people. On
Friday in honor of our Specialty we had sandwiches
and cookies. Some members brought treats
highlighting their Championships or Grand
Championships. Three cheers and congratulations to
everyone!
Debbie Bowen and Allison Van Wig designed and
implemented our graphics and soft goods and were
tireless and generous with their time! The girls who
manned the tables were: Laura Vincent Virant,
Allison Van Wig, Debbie Bowen, Amy Rubin,
Dorothy Eck & Jennifer Olsen.
Each year
when
organizing our
specialty, our
club focuses on
the past, the present and the future. The past is the
foundation of our breed.
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We celebrate the people and the Wheatens that
created history so many years ago. We also
celebrate our Specialty history.
The present is the joy of the moment, your bundle
of fur, a ribbon, friendship at the show site. Most
importantly we look to the future. The future is
sweepstakes, competition, rescue, volunteers and
health cures. The future is in our hands. We must
nurture and encourage it with friendship,
determination and perseverance...the very essence
of a terrier.

Thank you to those who helped at the show, for
those that exhibited, to those that donated, to
those that cheered us on...it was a wonderful,
joyous five-day celebration of Wheatens because of
you.
Karla Baer Cohen & Laura Vincent Virant –
SCWTCSC Specialty Chairs & the entire SCWTCSC
membership.

“Working together tiny stars light the universe. That ’s the power of teamwork.”
SWEEPS CRITIQUE: ANN LEIGH, STARLIGHT
Thank you SCWTCSC for the honor and opportunity
to judge sweepstakes at the prestigious Specialty on
March 4. 2022 The entry was lovely, each dog was
shown to the best of their ability.
Best in Sweepstakes was Von Waren Courtland, a
beautiful upstanding and elegant young dog from the
6-9 puppy class. Expertly handled and paying close
attention to his handler. Gorgeous head, ear set and
dark eye. Lovely coat and color. Good lay back of

BISS: VON WAREN COURTLAND (D)
GCH WESTWHIND WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE -- CH WHINDANCER
UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN
BREEDERS: ERIC VON GODENSCHWAGER. & SUSAN RATLIFFE
OWNER: ERIC VON GODENSCHWAGER

shoulder, solid top line and nice tail set. Sound and
balanced and moved well.

Best of Opposite in Sweepstakes was Harbour Hill
I’ll be there for you from 9-12 puppy class. Feminine
and pretty, lovely head, dark eye, beautiful coat and
color. Nice solid top line. She moved well and was
nicely presented.
Two lovely youngsters.

BOSS: HARBOUR HILL I'LL BE THERE FOR YOU (B)
CH HARBOUR HILL MIKE DELFINO X GCHG HARBOUR HILL ONE IN A
MILLION
BREEDERS: SUSAN SAKAUYE & LAUREN SMITH
OWNERS: LAUREN SMITH & MARILYN SMITH & SUSAN SAKAUYE
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SPECIALTY CRITIQUE BY JOHN CONSTANTINE-AMODEI
Overall, the entry was very nice. Most had very
good bites, proper coats and moved well. Generally
dogs were of nice square outline and had steady
temperaments. There were some coats of
a crisp or cottony texture and should be
taken into account since coat is such an
integral part of this breed. Some dogs
were trimmed very closely and that takes
away from the coat’s flowing beauty. A
couple of undershot bites were seen, but
the breed has come a long way in terms
of bites from years ago.
Winners Dog was a very nice moderate,
very typey dog. He had a very nice flowing, soft,
wavy coat. He moved very well. His head was a nice
length with fairly clean cheeks and nice flat topskull.
Reserve Winners Dog was a 9-12 puppy dog showing
good promise. He was confident and showed well.
He had a good coat that flowed when he moved.
With maturity this one will be very nice.

WD/BOW: ARAN IT MUST BE LOVE
CH ARAN MIDNIGHT IN PARIS X CH SAM HILL'S CHECK YES OR NO
BREEDER: SHARI BOYD & CATHERINE PIKUL
OWNERS: AUBREY SMIGA AND CATHERINE PIKUL & SHARI BOYD

Winners Bitch/Best of Opposite Sex was from the
open class. She had a good head and very nice
square outline with a level topline and highly set
tail. She had a nice soft, flowing coat.
Reserve Winners Bitch had a very good
square outline and very good substance
and breed type. She showed well and
was very well presented. I would have
liked to have seen a bit less crispy coat.
Best of Breed was one of the best
Wheatens that I have had the pleasure to
judge. He was very upstanding and
square with excellent balance. His coat
was beautifully soft, wavy and flowing. His head
was long and very clean, yet still showing great
power and strength. When moving around the ring
he was powerful and just flowed.
It was an honor to judge this breed.

RWB: ATAS THE MAGIC NEVER ENDS
GCHS BENDACHT I BELIEVE IN MAGIC X CH ATAS AND JEAN PATOU'S JOY
BREEDERS: JEANINE FLAVELL & ILZE & PETER BARRON
OWNERS: JEANINE FLAVELL & MJ CARR
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BOB/ GRP3: GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME GAMER BCAT
CH TARA I GET AROUND X GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME PLAY
BREEDER/OWNER: ELENA LANDA (D)

SB/BOBOH: GCH STARLIGHT NEVER ENDING LOVE
CH KINCARA TARA LIFE IN THE FAST LANE X CH MARYMORE ESSENCE
OF STARLIGHT
BREEDER: ANN LEIGH OWNER: SUE BANAS

AOM: CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST LOVE TKN CGC
CH HEARTSTRING'S TOAST TO TARA X CLADDAGH'S GLORY BE, FDC
BREEDERS: KARLA BAER COHEN & LAURA VINCENT VIRANT
OWNERS: LAURA VINCENT VIRANT & KARLA B. COHEN &
CECILY SKINNER & CONRAD VIRANT (B)

AOM: CH CONNEMAR BONNEY SPRING TRAINING CGC TKN ATT
CH BONNEY NIP & TUCKIT X GCH CONNEMAR SHE MOVES IN
MYSTERIOUS WAYS RN CGCA
BREEDER: CONSTANCE LYNCH KOEHLER OWNERS: CONSTANCE
LYNCH KOEHLER & BONITA F SNYDER (D)

AOM: CH AZYDECO GRAND DUCHESS BEATRICE
GCH BRYR ROSE SYMBOL OF PARIS -- GCHB AZYDECO HOW CAN U
SURPASS PERFECTION
BREEDER/OWNER: CATHRYN BENNETT (B)

AOM: STRATFORD NO WORDS CAN EXPRESS IT
CH RACLEE EXPRESS WEST O'ANDOVER X CH STRATFORD THE
EYRE AFFAIR
BREEDER: MOLLY O'CONNELL OWNERS: PAULA RADIN & JAMES
ANDERSON & MOLLY O'CONNELL (B)
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WEEKEND AT A GLANCE
SHOW

JUDGE

MALIBU KC
3/2/22
MR. LLOYD J.
CONSTANTINEAMODEI

MALUBU KC
3/3/22

SCWTCSC SPECIALTY @ GREAT
WESTERN TERRIER #1 3/4/22
SWEEPS: MRS. ANN LEIGH

MR. JOHN P. WADE

BREED: MR. JOHN CONSTANTINEAMODEI

SCWTCSC Specialty @
Great Western Terrier #2
3/4/22

KC OF BEVERLY HILLS
3/5/22

KC OF BEVERLY HILLS
3/6/22

MR. ROBERT P. WIDDEN

MR. DUFF M. HARRIS

MRS. LYDIA COLEMAN
HUTCHINSON

WD

HARBOUR HILL
FRIENDS FOREVER

HARBOUR HILL HOW
YOU DOIN?

ARAN IT MUST BE LOVE

HARBOUR HILL HOW YOU
DOIN?

PITTER PAT
RELUCTANT ZOOMER

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

RWD

HARBOUR HILL HOW
YOU DOIN?

CLADDAGH'S YOU
MAKE MY DREAMS
COME TRUE

HARBOUR HILL HOW YOU DOIN?

HARBOUR HILL FRIENDS
FOREVER

VON WAREN
COURTLAND

VON WAREN
COURTLAND

WB

VINTAGE WHEN
SPARKS FLY

CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

VINTAGE WHEN SPARKS FLY

ATAS THE MAGIC NEVER
ENDS

VINTAGE WHEN
SPARKS FLY

ATAS THE MAGIC
NEVER ENDS

RWB

CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

VINTAGE WHEN
SPARKS FLY

ATAS THE MAGIC NEVER ENDS

VINTAGE WHEN SPARKS
FLY

ATAS THE MAGIC
NEVER ENDS

PITTERPAT SHE'S THE
ONE

BOB

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER
BCAT GRP 1

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER
BCAT GRP 2

GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME
GAMER BCAT GRP 3

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER BCAT
GRP1

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER
BCAT GRP4

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER
BCAT GRP3

BOW

VINTAGE WHEN
SPARKS FLY

CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

ARAN IT MUST BE LOVE

HARBOUR HILL HOW YOU
DOIN?

PITTER PAT
RELUCTANT ZOOMER

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

BOS

VINTAGE WHEN
SPARKS FLY

CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

VINTAGE WHEN SPARKS FLY

CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

VINTAGE WHEN
SPARKS FLY

CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

SD

LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF
THE CLASS

LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF
THE CLASS

GCH WESTWHIND WHEN DREAMS
COME TRUE

LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF
THE CLASS ,

LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF
THE CLASS

GCH WESTWHIND
WHEN DREAMS COME
TRUE

CH STRATFORD NO
WORDS CAN EXPRESS
IT

GCH STARLIGHT NEVER ENDING
LOVE

CH AZYDECO GRAND
DUCHESS BEATRICE

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

CH AZYDECO GRAND
DUCHESS BEATRICE

BOB/OH

GCH STARLIGHT NEVER ENDING
LOVE

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE TKN
CGC

AOM

CH AZYDECO GRAND DUCHESS
BEATRICE (B)

SB

GCH LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF THE
CLASS (D)
CH CLADDAGH’S THE GREATEST
LOVE (B)
CH CONNEMAR BONNEY SPRING
TRAINING RN CGCU TKN ATT (D)

SWEEPS

CH STRATFORD NO WORDS CAN
EXPRESS IT

BISS: VON WAREN COURTLAND (D)
BOSS: HARBOUR HILL I'LL BE
THERE FOR YOU (B)
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SPECIALTY CHAIR: PAT RUTHERFORD

For the second year
in a row we gathered
in Lodi, CA for the
Soft Coated Wheaten
Terrier Club of
Northern California’s
annual Specialty. We were very lucky to have friends
attend that we had not seen in person for a long
time because of Covid.
The Specialty weekend started off on Thursday, April
14th, with the SCWTCA supported entry judged by
Mrs. Rosalind Kramer.
Friday, we celebrated our
Specialty with Mr. Clay
Coady judging the
regular classes. Finally,
we rounded out the
weekend with supported
entries at the Sacramento
Kennel Club dog shows
judged by Mrs. Connie
Clark and Dr. Andrew
Kramer.
Our entries were small
this year and we did not have any puppies entered in
Sweepstakes. However there were beautiful
Wheatens vying for placements in the regular classes.
Exhibitors enjoyed showing their Wheatens and they
all performed well.

Congratulations to Elena Landa and Mister for their
Group 3 win on Thursday and Group 1 on Friday.
The winners were awarded trophies made by Del
Gonzales.
Instead of a formal dinner as
in years past, ringside
hospitality was provided for
all four days. At Friday’s
Specialty, exhibitors and
friends enjoyed a wonderful
brunch. Hospitality was
provided expertly by Jody
Barron and Susan Solsby. And,
although there were a few
sprinkles, no one’s spirits were
dampened and we all laughed
a lot and enjoyed ourselves
and our wonderful dogs.
The SCWTCNC would like to
thank everyone who made the
trip to our Specialty. Also,
special thanks go to: Jody
Barron and Susan Solsby for
chairing four days of ringside hospitality; Peter
Barron and Jim and Tami Herzog for hospitality
setup. Finally, a big thank you to all of the members
of the SCWTCNC who helped in so many ways to
make our Specialty successful!

BREED CRITIQUE: CLAY COADY
I would like to thank the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of Northern
California for inviting me to judge their specialty. It was my honor and a pleasure. I
thought I had a very good group of dogs, all well conditioned and put down with
various different trims. When I was finished judging, I felt the breed was in very
good hands in this particular area.
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WD/BOW: ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

BOS/BOBOH: CH CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST LOVE TKN CGC

GCH SALTNSEA RUNNIN' DOWN A DREAM X GCHB ESCAPADE BONNEY KOLOHELANI
OWNER: CYNTHIA LILLEY BREEDER: BONNEY SNYDER

WB: MARQUEE'S GEMSTONE CHARM BY ANY OTHER NAME
GCH MARQUEE'S SOUTHERN COMFORT X CH MARQUEE'S SHE'S A TEN
OWNER: JAMES HERZOG & TAMARA HERZOG
BREEDER: C RICHARD URQUHART & PHYLLIS BLAIR

CH HEARTSTRING'S TOAST TO TARA X CLADDAGH'S GLORY BE, FDC
BREEDERS: KARLA BAER COHEN & LAURA VINCENT VIRANT
OWNERS: LAURA VINCENT VIRANT & KARLA B. COHEN & CECILY SKINNER
& CONRAD VIRANT

BBE: PITTERPAT MOMENTS
GCH CH HARBOUR HILL AT NEIMAN MARCUS CGC TKN X PITTERPAT SHE'S THE ONE
OWNER/BREEDER: SHERYL BEITCH

BOB/ GRP1: GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME GAMER BCAT
CH TARA I GET AROUND X GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME PLAY
BREEDER/OWNER: ELENA LANDA (D)
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WEEKEND AT A GLANCE
SHOW

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
TERRIER ASSOCIATION
04/14/22

SCWTCNC SPECIALTY AT
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
TERRIER ASSOCIATION
04/15/22

SACRAMENTO KENNEL CLUB
SUPPORTED ENTRY
4/16/22

JUDGE

MRS. ROSALIND KRAMER

BREED: MR. CLAY COADY

MRS. CONNIE H. CLARK

WD

SACRAMENTO KENNEL CLUB
SUPPORTED ENTRY
4/17/22
DR. ANDREW A. KRAMER

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

WB

MARQUEE'S GEMSTONE
CHARM BY ANY OTHER
NAME

MARQUEE'S GEMSTONE CHARM
BY ANY OTHER NAME

PITTERPAT SHE'S THE ONE

PITTERPAT MOMENTS

RWB

VINTAGE SHINING JUST
FOR ME BP

VINTAGE SHINING JUST FOR ME

MARQUEE'S GEMSTONE
CHARM BY ANY OTHER NAME

PITTERPAT SHE'S THE ONE

BOB

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER BCAT
GRP 3

GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME
GAMER BCAT
GRP 1

GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME
GAMER BCAT

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER BCAT

BOW

MARQUEE'S GEMSTONE
CHARM BY ANY OTHER
NAME

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

ESCAPADE AT BONNEY

BOS

GCHG SERENDIPITY
OCTOBER QUEST

CH CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST
LOVE CGC TKN

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE

GCHG SERENDIPITY
OCTOBER QUEST

SD

CH LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF
THE CLASS

GCH LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF THE
CLASS

CH PITTERPAT HEART OF THE
MATTER.

GCH LOCHLINEAR HEAD OF
THE CLASS

SB

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE

GCHG SERENDIPITY OCTOBER
QUEST

GCHG SERENDIPITY OCTOBER
QUEST

CH STRATFORD NO WORDS
CAN EXPRESS IT

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE

CH STRATFORD NO WORDS
CAN EXPRESS IT

RWD

BEST BBE

PITTERPAT MOMENTS

BOB/OH

CH CLADDAGH'S THE
GREATEST LOVE

CH CLADDAGH'S THE GREATEST
LOVE CGC TKN

AOM

CH PITTERPAT HEART OF
THE MATTER (D)

CH PITTERPAT HEART OF THE
MATTER (D)

CH STRATFORD NO WORDS
CAN EXPRESS IT
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Club Publications

Benchmarks Subscription Rates
SCWTCA members USA
Canada and overseas
Non-SCWTCA members USA
Non-SCWTCA members Canada and overseas

$35/year
$45/year
$45/year
$55/year
US funds

The link to Benchmarks online is sent to all AKC approved
and provisional SCWT Judges. Benchmarks is sent to
judges requesting a subscription, free of charge.
Articles / letters closing date for Sept 2022: Aug 1

Advertising Rates
Full Page/B&W in print:
Full Page/color:
Center-fold 2 page spread/color:
Full page size: 8.5 x 11 inches

$50
$75
$200

Ads may be sent via email, photos 300 dpi (300 kb), jpeg
format. No commercial advertising. Only photos with unretouched dogs accepted. Limit health references to hip
and eyes and/or “health testing current and available on
SCWT Health Database”.
Ads accepted from SCWTCA Members only. Payment
accepted for ads of co-owned/co-bred dogs

Ad closing date for Sept 2022 issue: Aug 1
Send advertising to Helen Fraguela, at fraguela@aol.com
Payment is made through PayPal at orders@scwtca.org or
by check made out to SCWTCA, sent to Treasurer.

Owner’s Manual
Benchmarks (per Issue)
Grooming Chart
Pet Grooming DVD
Pet Grooming Pamphlet
Illustrated Standard
Super-Saver Pak

Members
$11
$9
$5
$25
$4
$12
$40

Non-members
$15
$10
$7
$25
$7
$20
$40

Multiple copies at discounted prices available to club
members only. Non-USA prices, see website.
Calendars
$20 US
$21.50 Canada
Contact jenduscwt@aol.com for special instructions
Yearbooks
For availability on 1988-2018 yearbooks and pricing
visit www.scwtca.org/shop/#yearbook. Or contact
Cindy Shea at eringlo@yahoo.com

Contacts
Membership Packet - Susan McGee
membership@scwtca.org
Health - Susan Ratliffe
wndancer@rochester.rr.com
2022 MCKC - KC Gottschalk/Betty Hillwig
specialty@scwtca.org
Benchmarks Issues - Cindy Jansen
scribe@scwtca.org
Directory Updates
directory@scwtca.org
Webmaster - Robyn Alexander
web@scwtca.org
Board of Directors
board@scwtca.org
OFA/CERF Database
www.offa.org
Health Database - Kathy McIndoe
paisleyspring@q.com

Birthdays/Celebrating Long Life:

Donations

13 yr b’day/dogs deceased after 13 yrs + (within previous
6 months)

All club donations may be sent to Treasurer:
Connie Kohler, SCWTCA Treasurer
28039 Calzada Dr.
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
Checks made payable to SCWTCA, Inc., drawn on US accounts
or with international money orders in US funds

For Benchmarks subscriptions contact:
Cindy Jansen
jansenc@outlook.com
Make checks payable to SCWTCA, Inc.
ONLY US FUNDS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
Benchmarks is the official quarterly publication of the
SCWTCA, Inc. The opinions expressed in articles
contained herein are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the editor or the Officers and Directors
of the Club. The editor is responsible for prohibiting
personal attacks and establishing a forum that educates,
informs, and supports the Wheaten community. All
content should be in the best interest of SCWTCA and the
Breed. The editor reserves the right to reasonably edit all
material submitted for publication.
Articles may be reprinted with permission of the editor.
Comments, suggestions, and expressions of opinion are
always welcome.

Tax deductible donations for Wheaten Health
may be sent to:
Toni Vincent, SCWTCA Endowment Treasurer
3825 132nd Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98005-1303
Checks payable to SCWTCA Endowment, Inc.
(a 501(c)(3) non profit, fully deductible for IRS purposes)
Tax deductible donations for National Wheaten Rescue
may be sent to:
John Unruh, National Wheaten Rescue Treasurer
2342 W. Arapahoe Court
Littleton, CO 80120-3407
Checks payable to National Wheaten Rescue, Inc. An independent
501c3 non profit corporation, fully deductible for IRS purposes
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Ad
Sheryl
Beitch
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